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they crossed the sacred river, they next passed the river
Saradanda, and "then entered into the town of Bhulinga."
The Bengali recension shows here again its superiority
over the two others; the Bombay recension, and the
Southern recension, II, 68, 16, give the city the name
of Kulinga. The name of Kulinga re-appears this time
in the feminine, in the two recensions of Bombay and
of the South, II, 71, 6, when the poet describes
the itinerary of Bharata returning from Kekaya
to Ayodhya ; it is there the name of a river which
waters tbe Doab between the Ganges and the Yamuna.
The Bengal recension has here an altogether different
text. The Maha Bharata does not mention Bhulinga
as an ethnic name ; the word appears there to desig-
nate a bird which lives on the other side of the
Himalayas and of which the cry " ma sahasam" warns
men to move without precipitation, II, 44, 1545. But
the edition of the South, II, 67, 28, writes the name
of this bird as Kulinga. The Bhulinga birds are again
mentioned in the great epic, XII, 169, 6326, as " the
birds of the sea, sons of the mountains" (samudrah
parvatod&havah). In the corresponding passage, the edition
of the South (XII, 168, 9), substitutes for the bhulinga
tbe bharunda birds,
4. Ufkala-Mekala.—The two names are connected
together as intimately as Anga and Vanga. The
Ramayana which mentions them only once IV, 41, 9 B.;
41, 14 G,, refers to them together: Uekalan, Utlcala'M-
catva, by the side of Kalinga •. Ksemendra, in his resume
(Earn, manj., IV, 234) combines them still more
intimately ; UeJcaloiJcali'kah. The Maha Bharata does the
same, VIII, 22, 88'2 : MeJcalofkalah Kalingah ; elsewhere
it juxtaposes them : VI, 9, 348, Uefal&b cotkalaih saka ;

